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Strategies for Energy-Efficient Multi-Agent Continuous

Patrolling Tasks
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Abstract: This paper proposes an autonomous learning method of target decision strategies and coordinated behavior

aiming at reducing energy cost on the premise of satisfying quality requirements in continuous patrolling tasks by

multiple cooperative agents. There is always a trade-off between energy efficiency and level of perfection. In real-

world applications, it is usually more desirable to minimize the cost of energy and carry out the tasks to the required

level of quality instead of fulfilling tasks perfectly by ignoring energy efficiency. We extended our previous method of

target decision strategies learning, by incorporating a number of behavioral strategies, with which agents individually

estimate whether the requirement is reached and decide their action plan to reduce energy consumption. We experi-

mentally show that agents with the proposed methods learn to decide the strategies based on energy consumption and

performance measure for event occurrence, which is the amount of vacuumed dirt in the case of the cleaning task, and

are able to reduce energy consumption while cooperatively maintain the given requirements of quality.

Keywords: Multi-agent systems, Learning, Continuous Cleaning, Energy Efficiency

1. Introduction

Thanks to modern advances in robotics and computational

technologies, robot applications have gained popularity in real-

world environments. From the 1990s, application mode of robots

has been changing from cell to system, resulting in cooperative

robotics becoming an important field in artificial intelligence [1].

The performance of single-robot systems are limited due to re-

strictions of speed, movement and battery capacity. In contrast,

multi-robots could complete tasks by compensation and cooper-

ation even if work environment changes or partial system failure

occurred. Accordingly, coordination and cooperation by multi-

ple independent robots have recently attracted considerable at-

tentions.

In this study, we aimed at the continuous area cleaning domain

by multiple agents, which are software that control robots to re-

peatedly visit and clean the given area with non-uniform frequen-

cies of visit. To ensure continuous performance of the robots,

periodical recharge is required. The most challenging issue of

our research is that we assume shallow coordination between

agents instead of sophisticated coordination, because agents may

only have CPUs with limited performance, constrained amount

of memory, and restricted battery capabilities. As might be ex-

pected, it is reasonable to assume that agents must decide their

action and strategies based on limited information such as lo-

cal viewpoints, personal knowledge and narrow communication

bandwidth.

Recent applications lay emphasis on effectiveness, perfor-
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mance requirement and energy efficiency, but there is a trade-off

between energy efficiency and level of perfection. In real-world

applications, rather than fulfilling the tasks perfectly by ignoring

energy cost, usually we place a higher value on reduction of en-

ergy cost. For instance, in the area cleaning task we focus on, it

is not necessary to keep the cleanliness of environment extremely

low all the time. Instead, we would prefer the agents cooper-

atively satisfying the given requirement of cleanliness with the

least possible cost of energy.

In this paper, we extend our previous method adaptive meta-

target decision strategy (AMTDS) [2] so that agents with the

extended method select the appropriate target decision strategies

by monitoring the local energy consumption as well as check-

ing if the expected value of remaining dirt amount. Furthermore,

we also propose methods for requirement estimation and self-

contribution evaluation. With these methods, agents are capa-

ble of estimating whether the given requirement level is reached

or not on their own, and understanding the importance of them-

selves with regard to the system. When agents judge that the re-

quirement is satisfied, they would consider to take energy-saving

action depending on their importance (or the contribution degree),

which is decided by their recent and expected performance.

On top of that, we introduce two behavioral strategies for

agents to take in substitution for moving on to the next target.

Taking the return action, agents stop patrolling and head toward

the charging base to charge. Taking the wait action, agents rest at

the charging base and do not move around for a certain interval

of time. We experimentally show that agents with these behavior

could successfully save energy while keeping the cleanliness of

the environment around the given requirement levels.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some
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related work. Section 3 describes the models of environment and

agents, including strategies for selecting targets and generating

paths, and then, explains the definition of performance measures

to clarify the main purpose of our work. Section 4 introduces our

proposals called the adaptive meta-target decision strategy for

energy saving and cleanliness (AMTDS/ESC), which is a varia-

tion of AMTDS proposed by Yoneda et al. [2], requirement esti-

mation, self-contribution evaluation, and energy-saving behavior.

Section 5 shows the experiments we conducted to evaluate our

methods. The results indicated that our methods enabled agents

to individually select target decision strategies and to reduce cost

of energy while cooperatively maintain the requirement levels of

quality. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the result and gives some

work left to do in the future.

2. Related Work

Several studies dealing with continuous patrolling problems

have been conducted. Ahmadi and Stone [3] defined the formu-

lation of continuous area sweeping task, and introduced an ini-

tial approach that non-uniformly visits the environment to min-

imize the estimated cost. They [4] then extended the approach

to multi-robot scenario, which conducts area partitioning by ne-

gotiation between agents. Moreira et al. [5] argued that multi-

agent patrolling can be a good benchmark for multi-agent sys-

tems, and proposed a software simulator constructed strictly for

the patrolling tasks. Santana et al. [6] solved the multi-agent pa-

trolling problem using reinforcement learning by automatically

adapting the strategies of agents to the environment.

As previous work, Yoneda et al. [7] proposed the autonomous

reinforcement learning of the meta-strategy to decide the target

decision strategies for coordination, called the AMTDS as men-

tioned in the previous section. With this method, agents inves-

tigate different strategies and individually identify the most ef-

fective ones in respect of quality. In other words, agents learn

to select the strategies which result in vacuuming larger amount

of dirt. Yoneda et al. [2] and Sugiyama et al. [8] improved

the method by incorporating self-monitoring and environmental

learning to avoid performance degradation due to over-selection

and make the method more practical. Sugiyama et al. [9] further

extended the method for prompting autonomous division of labor

by introducing simple communication to negotiate for task allo-

cations. However, energy cost was not taken into consideration

in these studies, so that agents keep working and target on mini-

mizing the amount of dirt in the environment even if it has been

almost cleaned.

3. Model Description

In this paper, we focus on cleaning task by multiple au-

tonomous agents and use a continuous cooperative patrolling

problem (CCPP) model [9], in which agents move around and

visit locations with required and different frequencies for given

purposes. In our model, agents are required to minimize the en-

ergy cost which satisfying given requirements. In addition, to

ensure continuous performance, it is necessary for agents to peri-

odically return to their bases and charge.

3.1 Environment

The environment in which agents move and work is described

by graph G = (V, E), where V = {v1, ...vm} is the set of nodes

with x and y coordinates, and E is the set of edges. The length

of each edge in E is assumed to be one so that any graph can be

expressed by adding dummy nodes if necessary. We introduce a

discrete time unit called tick. In one tick, any agent can move to

one of the neighboring nodes and work on the node it visits.

Each node owns a value of probability of event occurrence de-

noted as Pv for node v ∈ V . In the case of the cleaning task, an

event corresponds to the accumulation of dirt, so that Pv repre-

sents the probability that one piece of dirt is accumulated at v per

tick. A high value of Pv means that v is a dirtier node at which

dirt easily accumulates. When an agent visits a node, the accu-

mulated dirt is cleaned. Therefore, the amount of dirt at v at time

t can be expressed as Lt(v), which is updated based on Pv every

tick as

Lt(v)←











































0 if an agent has visited v at t,

Lt−1(v) + 1 if a piece of dirt appears

with probability Pv at t,

Lt−1(v) otherwise.

(1)

3.2 Agent

Let A = {1, ...n} be a set of agents, and vi(t) ∈ V be the position

of agent i ∈ A at time t. For simplification, we assume that agents

know the structure of environment G = (V, E) and that multiple

agents staying at the same place is allowed. Although these as-

sumptions often do not hold in real-world applications, a number

of efficient algorithms for map creation [10] and collision avoid-

ance [11] have been proposed, which can be used to simplify our

model.

We assume an application environment where agents are

equipped with indicators, such as infrared emission and reflecting

devices, so that in addition to having a map of the environment,

agents are capable of getting their own and other agent’s posi-

tions. On the other hand, since agents only have a few resources

including limited CPU power and battery capacity, sophisticated

coordination should be avoided. Each agent decides action plans

based on local view and shallow coordination, by which they can

only exchange superficial data such as past and current locations,

but do not acquire deep knowledge such as other’s plans of ac-

tions and long-term targets.

In this paper, agents are given the probability of dirt accumula-

tion {Pv|v ∈ V}. Of course, they do not know the actual amount of

accumulated dirt, Lt(v), but instead, they can estimate it by calcu-

lating the expected value, ELt(v). The expected value of Lt(v) at

any future time t is defined as

ELt(v) = Pv · (t − tvvisit), (2)

where tv
visit

is the most recent time when an agent (may not be i)

visited and cleaned v. Agents can know tv
visit

since they have ex-

changed their locations with others following the above assump-

tion.

A battery in agent i is denoted by Bi = (Bi
max, B

i
cons, k

i
charge

),

where Bi
max > 0 is the maximal capacity of the battery, Bi

cons > 0
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is the amount of battery consumption per tick, and parameter

ki
charge

> 0 indicates the speed of charge. Let bi(t) represents

the remaining capacity of battery in i at time t. When i moves,

bi(t) is updated by

bi(t + 1)← bi(t) − Bi
cons (3)

every tick. When i charges its battery at the charging base, vi
base

,

the required time for a full charge starting from t is proportional

to the amount of consumed battery:

T i
charge(t) = ki

charge · (B
i
max − bi(t)). (4)

We assume that agents consume Bi
cons every time they move, re-

gardless the amount of vacuumed dirt. Accordingly, the amount

of energy consumption by agent i from time t − 1 to time t is

defined as

Et(i) =































0 if i is charging or stays at the same

place at t,

Bi
cons otherwise.

(5)

The parameters Bi
max, B

i
cons and ki

charge
can be independent of i,

but they are assumed to be the same in this paper for simplicity.

According to the above assumption, periodical return to charging

bases is required for agents to ensure continuous patrol, which

means that they must return to vi
base

before bi(t) becomes zero.

3.3 Plan Creation in Agents

The plan creation of agents can be divided into three stages:

action selection, target decision and path generation. First, agent

i selects the action to take next, which is the main part of our

proposed methods and will be explained in detail in Section 4.

When selected to move, the agent then decides the target node

vitar ∈ V and generated the appropriate path from current node to

vitar ∈ V . There are lots of algorithms to determine targets and

paths. We use several simple strategies since our main purpose

was not about to propose planning algorithms.

3.3.1 Target Decision Strategies

Agent i decide the next target node vitar ∈ V based on (1) which

node is expected to accumulate the largest amount of dirt and (2)

which node is unlikely to be visited by other agents in short time.

Our propose extend the AMTDS [2], by which each agent learns

the appropriate strategy based on Q-learning from the following

four strategies.

Random Selection (R):

Agent i randomly selects vitar from V .

Probabilistic Greedy Selection (PGS):

For positive integer Ng and time t, let V t
g ⊂ V be the set of Ng

nodes with the highest values of ELt(v). Agent i randomly se-

lects vitar from V t
g. Note that randomness is introduced to avoid

concentration of targets by multiple agents.

Repulsive Selection (RS):

Agent i selects the node which has the longest summative dis-

tance from all agents. Let V i
rep be the set of Nrep > 0 nodes which

i randomly selected from V , and d(vi, v j) be the length of mini-

mum path between vi and v j ∈ V . Then vitar is decided as

vitar = arg min
v∈V i

rep

∑

i∈A

d(vi(t), v). (6)

Balanced Neighbor-Preferential Selection (BNPS):

BNPS is an advanced version of PGS. The basic idea is that if

agent i estimates there are dirty nodes in the neighborhood using

learned threshold, i selects vitar from those nodes. Otherwise, i

selects vitar using PGS. Since explanation of BNPS is beyond the

scope of this paper, please refer to [7] for details.

3.3.2 Path Generation Strategy

Before agent i generates the path to vitar, it will check the re-

maining capacity of its battery in advance to see if vitar is reach-

able. Otherwise, i changes vitar to its charging base vi
base

, and gen-

erates a path to return and charge.

We consider the gradual path generation (GPG) method as

path generation strategy. In general, agents move along the short-

est path, but if there are dirtier nodes near the path, they drop

by and clean them. Since the explanation of GPG is beyond the

scope of this paper, please refer to [7] for more details. We chose

this method as the previous research [2] has shown that GPG al-

ways outperformed the simple shortest path strategy.

3.4 Performance Measures

Our purpose is to minimize the overall energy consumption on

the premise of maintaining quality requirements, which is the to-

tal dirt amount in the environment. Therefore, we evaluate our

proposed methods in two aspects: cumulative existence duration

of dirt and total energy consumption.

The cumulative existence duration of dirt at certain intervals of

time is defined as

Dts ,te =

∑

v∈V

∑te
t=ts+1

Lt(v)

te − ts

, (7)

and the total energy consumption of all agents at certain intervals

of time is defined as

Cts ,te =

∑

i∈A

∑te
t=ts+1

Et(i)

te − ts

, (8)

where positive integers ts and te are the start and end times of the

interval with ts < te.

Although smaller values of Dts ,te and Cts ,te are better, there is

a trade-off between them. In our case, rather than keeping the

environment extremely clean, it is more desirable to clean the en-

vironment to the required extent using less energy.

Given a requirement level of dirt cumulative existence duration

Dreq > 0, instead of minimizing Dts ,te , agents aim at minimiz-

ing Cts ,te and making Dts ,te small enough to satisfy the condition

Dts ,te ≤ Dreq.

4. Proposed Method

Our proposed methods cover the first and second stages of

agent plan creation. First, we describe the methods for estimating

requirement and evaluating self-contribution, with which agents

decide the next action by taking into account the status of environ-

ment and themselves. Next, we propose two behavioral strategies

taken by agents as a substitute for moving toward the next target

with the intention of decreasing energy cost. Finally, we present a
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Fig. 1 Plan Creation of Agents.

variation of the previous method AMTDS [2]. Fig. 1 presents an

overview on plan creation of agents with the proposed methods.

4.1 Requirement Estimation

At the first stage of plan creation, agents decide the action to

take. In order to do so, it is necessary for agents to know the

current status of the environment. They estimate the total dirt

amount of the environment, then decide whether the given re-

quirement is satisfied or not. For agent i at time t, i randomly

selects Nrange > 0 nodes from the set of nodes it has visited and

form Vrand(vi(t)). Each agent estimates on their own by calculat-

ing the average value of expected accumulated dirt in Vrand(vi(t)):

EV i
t =

∑

v∈Vrand(vi(t)) ELt(v)

Nrange

(9)

When EV i
t is smaller than the value of given requirement D

e,|A|
req >

0 for environment e, i considers the requirement is reached. It

then decides the next action to take based on the result of self-

contribution evaluation, which will be explained in the following

sections. Otherwise, i simply selects the next target and generates

path to the destination.

4.2 Self-Contribution Evaluation

For agents to select their next action, they evaluate their self-

contribution with the aim of understanding how important they

will be for the system. They consider themselves as impor-

tant by taking into account (1) their recent performance and (2)

whether they find the dirty regions and are possible to vacuum

large amount of dirt in the future.

Agent i evaluates its local performance Impi(t) by comparing

the average values of vacuumed dirt in the past during long and

short terms, and the average value of expected vacuum (accumu-

lated) dirt in the future. The average values in the past U i
p (in-

cluding U i
s for short term and U i

l
for long term) and future U i

f
are

calculated respectively by

U i
p = ui

t0 ,tc
=

∑

t0<t≤tc
Lt(v

i(t))

tc − t0
, t0 =



















tc − Ts short term,

tc − Tl long term.
(10)

U i
f = ui

t f ,tc
=

∑

tc<t≤t f
ELt(v

i(t))

t f − tc
, (11)

where tc is the current time, Ts and Tl (Ts < Tl) are fixed integers,

t f is the future time when i arrives at the next target, Lt(v
i(t)) is

the amount of vacuumed dirt by i at time t, and ELt(v
i(t)) is the

expected value of dirt amount at future time t. Note that in order

to calculate U i
f
, the next target node is decided in advance. Last

of all, the value of importance is obtained by

Impi(t) =































U i
s+U i

f

U i
l

if U i
s + U i

f
≤ U i

l

0 if U i
l
= 0,

1 otherwise.

(12)

The above equations indicate that the agent is considered im-

portant for the system when it has cleaned more in recent times

and find the dirty regions so is expected to vacuum large amount

of dirt in the future. In contrast, if the agent gave poor perfor-

mance in the past and is not expected to vacuum large amount of

dirt, it will identify itself as not important. As a result, the less

important an agent is, the higher probability it will take one of the

energy-saving actions. Note that the self-contribution evaluation

is conducted only after agents estimate requirement and suppose

the requirement level is reached.

4.3 Energy-Saving Action

We proposed two behavioral strategies aiming at saving energy,

Return and Wait, that agents take in substitution for usual action,

which is moving to the next target. An agent will have a chance

to take these action only when it supposes that the given require-

ment is satisfied based on estimation. Note that only one of the

two energy-saving action is applied in one experiment. The prob-

ability of taking the energy-saving action act is calculated based

on the result of self-contribution evaluation by

Pi
act(t) = 1 − Impi(t). (13)

4.3.1 Return Action

Every time after agent i continuously moves for Tcheck > 0

ticks, it conducts requirement estimation to decide whether to

take the Return action. In addition, i also checks the remain-

ing capacity of battery bi(t), so that the action will only be taken

when bi(t) is lower than kreturn of Bi
max.

Taking the Return action, agent i immediately and directly goes

back to the charging base vi
base

and starts to charge. On its way

back, the agent keeps cleaning and does not conduct requirement

estimation or self-contribution evaluation.

4.3.2 Wait Action

Agent i conducts requirement estimation at the charging base

every time after its battery is fully charged. According to the re-

sult, i decides whether to take the Wait action. If yes, the agent

simply stays at vi
base

for Twait > 0 ticks without cleaning. There

is no limitation to the number of taking Wait action continuously,

meaning that it is possible for an agent to take Wait action again

and again based on the estimation results.

4.4 Autonomous Strategy Selection

Since the main purpose of this paper is to reduce overall en-

ergy cost, we extend AMTDS and call the new methods AMTDS

for energy saving and cleanliness (AMTDS/ESC). With the new

method, agents choose appropriate target decision strategies for

coordinated cleaning tasks from (1) the amount of dirt vacuumed

up in the past and (2) the amount of energy consumption in the
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past by using reinforcement learning. A larger value of vacuumed

dirt amount and a smaller value of energy cost are preferred.

Suppose that agent i selects the next target vitar with strategy s,

where s is one of the target decision strategies described in pre-

vious sections. After i moves to vitar along the path generated by

GPG, it calculates the reward of s by

ui
t0 ,t0+dtravel

=

∑

t0<t≤dtravel
Lt(i)/

∑

t0<t≤dtravel
Et(i)

dtravel

, (14)

where dtravel is the length of travel from time t0 when i started

until the time it arrived at its target. Finally, the Q-value of s is

updated as

Q(s)← (1 − α) · Q(s) + α · ui
t0 ,t0+dtravel

. (15)

As noted above, agents with AMTDS/ESC learn to select the

strategy which minimizes the energy cost and maximizes the

amount vacuumed dirt per tick at the same time. In addition, the

ε-greedy method is used during learning.

5. Experiments and Discussion

We evaluated the proposed methods in a simulation environ-

ment similar to our previous work [2]. By comparing the per-

formance measures to previous methods, we introduced self-

contribution evaluation and energy-saving strategies to the pro-

cess of plan creation, and show that our methods enable agents

to cooperatively reduce energy consumption while keeping the

given requirements satisfied.

5.1 Experimental Setting

Four environments with different characteristics are prepared

for the experiments in order to observe the behavior of agents.

Each environment is represented by a two-dimensional grid

graph, where G is defined as a 51×51 grid. Node v is expressed by

(x, y), where −50 ≤ x, y ≤ 50. The charging bases for all agents

are at the same place so that vbase = v
i
base
= (0, 0), and multiple

agents can charge simultaneously.

Some environments have regions where dirt easily accumu-

lated, which are considered important, and agents would like to

focus on visiting them. The coordinates and shapes of these re-

gions are outlined in Fig. 2. In Env.(a), dirt is accumulated uni-

formly and we define Pv = 0 or 5 × 10−6 for any node v, and

the values were randomly chosen for each node at the beginning

of all experiments. Dirt easily accumulated near the wall in Env.

(b), while Env. (d) contains several independent block regions

which are easy to get dirty compared to other places. Env. (c) is

the most complicated environment, which has both of the above

characteristics. Accordingly, Pv for v ∈ V in Envs. (b)-(d) is

defined as

Pv =































10−3 if v is in the red regions,

10−4 if v is in the gray regions,

10−6 otherwise.

(16)

We deployed 20 agents in the environments, and all of them are

assumed to be homogeneous: they use the same strategy for path

generation and select one of the five target decision strategies (R,

PGS, RS, BNPS, and AMTDS/ESC). With strategies other than

Fig. 2 Experimental environments [2]

Table 1 Parameters for target decision strategies

Methods Parameters Values

PGS Ng 5

RS N i
rep 100

BNPS α 0.1

dth 15

AMTDS/ESC α 0.1

ǫ 0.05

AMTDS/ESC, agents always use a single target decision strat-

egy. In contrast, agents with AMTDS/ESC independently select

one from R, PGS, RS, or BNPS based on local learning. Note that

in all experiments, the probability of dirt accumulation {Pv|v ∈ V}

is assumed to be given.

About batteries in agents, we set Bmax = 2700, Bcons = 3,

and kcharge = 1 in all the experiments for every agent. Conse-

quently, agents could continuously operate up to 900 ticks and

require 2700 ticks for a full charge when the battery is running

out of power, which makes the maximum cycle of operation and

charge 3600 ticks. Therefore, when all the agents constantly work

to make full use of their batteries, the theoretical value of total

energy consumption per tick Cts ,te will be around 15. In the fol-

lowing experiments, we compared the resulting Cts ,te to this value

to evaluate our proposed methods.

The main purpose of our research is to reduce the cost of en-

ergy. In order to do so, agents estimate the status of the envi-

ronment and importance of themselves. According to the results,

agents take one of the Return and Wait action instead of heading

toward the next target under certain circumstances. The decision

of action selection is individually made by each agent with their

local viewpoints.

We compared the values of Dts ,te and Cts ,te every 100 ticks. The

parameter values used in target decision strategies are listed in

Table 1. These values were determined by taking into account

the size of experimental environments and the number of agents,

but are not optimal. The experimental results below were the av-

erages of several independent trails with different random seeds,

where the length of each trial was 500,000 ticks.

5.2 Energy-Saving Strategies

We compared the performance results of three different agent

behavioral regimes. In the first experiment, agents only take usual

action and do not care about energy efficiency. In the second ex-

periment, there are chances for agents to take Return action in-

stead of usual behavior so that they stop patrolling and go back

to charging base and charge. In the third experiment, with some

probability agents take Wait action after their batteries are fully

charged so that rather than leaving for patrol, they rest at the

charging base for a while.
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Table 2 Parameters for energy-saving strategies

Methods Parameters Values

Requirement Estimation Nrange 100

D
a,20
req 45

D
b,20
req 600

D
c,20
req 400

D
d,20
req 110

Self-Contribution Evaluation Ts 20

Tl 50

Return Action Tcheck 100

kreturn
1
3

Wait Action Twait 20

The parameter values used for requirement estimation, self-

contribution evaluation and energy-saving action are listed in Ta-

ble 2. The quality requirements are determined under the prin-

ciple of picking a value lower than that when agents only take

usual action. The performance measures for each environment

are shown in Fig. 3, where the dotted lines colored in red repre-

sent the given requirements of cumulative existence duration of

dirt. We set the values of quality requirement D
e,20
req for each en-

vironment e as the baseline of cumulative existence duration of

dirt, and 15, the theoretical value of energy consumption per tick,

as the baseline of total energy cost.

As shown in Fig. 3, introduction of energy-saving strategies has

increased the cumulative existence duration of dirt in all circum-

stances. Our proposed method of meta-strategy AMTDS/ESC

always outperformed other regimes with single target decision

strategy, and agents with the method were able to cooperatively

satisfy the given requirements. However, there is still room for

improvement since we expected the requirements to be strictly

meet. Especially for Wait action in Envs. (b), (c) and (d), Dts ,te

were 8% lower than the baseline, meaning that agents could ac-

tually rest more save more energy.

A key observation is that agents with energy-saving strategies

successfully reduced the total energy cost about 20%-50% for

Return action, and 10%-35% for Wait action. Within the four

environments, agents in Env. (b) gave the best performance in re-

spect of overall energy consumption. We considered the possible

reason to be that the dirty regions in Envs. (c) and (d) cause sig-

nificant difference between dirt amount in different regions. As a

result, it is harder for agents to accurately estimate the total dirt

amount in the environment and make correct action selection.

On the other hand, we found that Return action always out-

performed Wait action with lower values of energy consumption.

Since we set Tcheck = 100, requirement estimation was conducted

every 100 ticks. During a operation cycle of an agent, require-

ment estimation could be conducted 90 times at a maximum by

an agent with Return action, while estimation was only conducted

after charging by an agent with Wait action. As a result, agents

with Return action have a higher chance of performing energy-

saving behavior. As future work, we plan to combine these two

action and let the agents learn the parameters.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Aiming at reducing cost of energy, we extended the learn-

ing method of target decision strategies in continuous cleaning

tasks by multiple agents with shallow communication. On top of

that, we proposed methods for agents to independently estimate

whether the quality of environment reaches the given requirement

levels, and to evaluate the importance of themselves with regard

to the system. Based on the results, agents choose to remain usual

behavior or to select other action such as returning to the charging

base or resting for a while with an objective of saving energy.

The experimental results demonstrated that our proposed meth-

ods enable agents to reduce cost of energy while cooperatively

maintain the given requirements of dirt amount. Within the five

target decision strategies, AMTDS/ESC was able to give the

best performance in respect of both dirt amount and energy con-

sumption. For energy-saving action, Return outperformed Wait,

whereas these strategies can be combined. As previously men-

tioned, we plan to integrate the two strategies and let agents learn

to choose appropriate values of parameter such as length of wait

time and check interval. In addition, we set the locations of charg-

ing base for all agents at the middle of the map in this paper.

Putting the charging bases into different locations or setting mul-

tiple charging bases might make it easier for agents to perform

energy-saving behavior.

On our research agenda, we would also like to focus on en-

abling agents to autonomously and individually evaluate their im-

portance with regard to the system or their recent contribution and

performance. With this functionality, the continuous system can

eliminate old robots and introduce new ones without effecting the

overall performance of the system.
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